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Step Up To Reduce Elder Abuse Project:  

Empowering Seniors through Knowledge 
 

Overview and Background 

The Step Up To Reduce Elder Abuse project was funded by New Horizons for Seniors Program. The 

purpose of the project was to create a learning opportunities on elder abuse identification, 

prevention and intervention. The target audience to be empowered through knowledge of elder 

abuse were older people 55+/ seniors as well as older people with disabilitie and who may be at 

greater risk of harm from any of the 7 types of elder abuse.  Other groups for outreach who would 

be more vulnerable to elder abuse included people who were isolated, had cognitive impairment 

or mobility issues as well as being frail.  

This report summarizes the activities and opportunities to raise awareness and prevention of 

abuse in older people through the development of various learnng content after consulting with 

seniors. Using a variety of approaches, the project outcomes included delivering  the Step Up to 

Elder Abuse workshop in 10 locations, 7 video productions, print/online resources and increased 

awareness of elder abuse as the primary impact of these educational activities on participants. At 

the end of the report are the project learnings, recommendations and next steps. 

 

Learning programs were designed to empower 55+/seniors through increased knowledge of the 7 

types of abuse: physical abuse, emotional abuse, sexual abuse, financial abuse, abandonment, 

neglect and self-neglect. They could also identify inappropriate behaviours that can lead to abuse 

and ideas on how to reduce risk of harm. This project included the creation of self-directed 

learning videos for OSSCO's YouTube channel, online resources for the OSSCO website and a 

workshop to educate learners on the increased risks of harm associated with isolation and 

disabilities either physical or cognitive. Learners discovered what to do when they experienced or 

witnessed an elder abuse situation and were provided with a list of resources for support.  

The project had 5-components as an effective use of approaches to learning for 55+/seniors:  
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1. Presentation of the  Step Up to Elder Abuse program and project. This was delivered to 

195+  seniors' at Ontario's Premier Senior's Conference and Information Fair on November 

5th, 2019. Senior Advisory Committee (SAC) volunteers had an information table to raise 

awareness on Elder Abuse. Grant funds were used to prepare and distribute Information on 

Elder Abuse, a book mark was created as well as resource sheet for this Information Table. 

2. Educational workshop as part of life-long learning was developed and presented 8 times 

in Toronto educate workshop participants on how to recognize 7 types of elder abuse and 

prevent them from happening. 2 presentations were done outside Toronto. This workshop 

was requested by community centres and senior groups in Ottawa, Sudbury, Sault Ste. 

Marie, London, Windsor-Essex and Niagara Region beyond March 31, 2020. Due to COVID-

19, the workshops were cancelled.  

3. Seven (7) Online learning videos with each video focusing on 1 type of elder abuse was 

created,  recorded and posted on OSSCO’s YouTube channel for self-directed learning.  

4. OSSCO organized a viewing of the play A Trip to Bountiful on January 18, 2020. There 

were 82 seniors who attended this play which dealt with  elder abuse. A discussion took 

place during intermission on the 5 types of elder abuse identified in the play as well as the 

resolution of abuse at the end of the play. 

5. A 1-day Assembly/Conference to identify what is being done in community on Elder Abuse 

prevention  delivered by knowledge experts either individually or in a panel discussion, 

distribution of an educational brochure/information guide as a resource was organized. 

 

This project began in June 2019 and was supposed to finish by the end of March 2020. However, 

due to the outbreak of Covid-19, the Conference component was cancelled in order to protect the 

safety and health of learners. Instead it was replaced by 4 teleconference presentations on Step 

Up to Elder Abuse focusing on Fraud, Physical Abuse, Neglect and Self-Neglect. 

Role of Seniors in the Step Up to Elder Abuse Project 

A condition of the New Horizons for Seniors' grant is the involvement of seniors in leadership 

roles, as well as seniors who would benefit from the program. Seniors were involved throughout 

this project from the development of this project's concept to its closing. This was achieved by 

relying on the insight and guidance of 2-Seniors led volunteer committees. 

The grant's project goal was to create 7 workshops, each focusing on 1 type of elder abuse. After 

a feedback session with more than 60 senior's hosted by the Caribbean Seniors Club in July 2019, 
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the project changed directions to create 1 learning workshop instead. Videos focusing on each of 

the 7 types of elder abuse were created for self-directed learning.  

There were 2 volunteer committees recruited to contribute to the project: 

- The Seniors Advisory Committee (SAC)  had 6 members involved in steering the project, 

providing input into the development of the Elder Abuse Workshop content, editing the 

informational brochure content and bookmark design. This committee participated in the 

November 5th, 2019  Ontario Premier Senior's Conference and Information Fair as presenters on 

this project to 195+ seniors and 30 non-seniors. They also staffed the information table and 

helped create information i.e. bookmark, information sheet which was distributed that day.  

- Seniors Assembly Planning Committee (SAP) had 3 members who were involved in the 

development of the March conference. This include venue selection, agenda format, content for 

the conference, speaker/presentation identification and promotion of the conference.  

Both of these committees participated in  regular bi-weekly teleconference meetings to provide 

feedback, project direction and to keep up to date on project progress as well as changes at each 

stage of the project by the OSSCO Project Staff. 

North York Elder Abuse Network with its  23  members volunteered to participate  to review and 

provide comment on the case studies which were developed, the case outcomes and discussion 

points which would be raised during the workshop, in the Videos and at the 1-dayConference. 

Family Counsel Toronto was also included in the review of this information. 

 

I. Project components:  

1. Workshop development 
 

The initial grant project was to have 7 workshops developed, with each workshop focusing on 1 

type of elder abuse where 1 of the types of elder abuse was highlighted and discussed in a 

monthly workshop.   

OSSCO conducted a pre-workshop survey and feedback session to gather ideas and comments from 

seniors. Of the 66 seniors who attended this session, OSSCO received 58 surveys. The survey 

findings helped OSSCO develop workshop content that was relevant to seniors. This feedback led 
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to the development of 1 workshop with trainer scripts, slide deck and accompanying resource 

sheet. 

In that survey, OSSCO Project Staff learned that 62% of survey participants indicated they wanted 

to have information on all 7 types of elder abuse in one workshop. The Senior Advisory Committee 

(SAC) agreed with those recommendations. As a result, the OSSCO Project Staff began working 

with a Consultant who had expertise on the topic of Elder Abuse. Together they developed 1 

workshop containing information on all of the 7 types of elder abuse. The Project Staff wrote the 

scripts for 7 videos which forms the self-directed learning videos on OSSCO's YouTube Channel.  

2. Workshop Content and Presentation 

The workshop content included information on the 7-types of elder, identifying abusive 

behaviours, risk factors and when to ask for help formed part of the interactive trainer script and 

an accompanying Power Point presentation format. Each workshop was facilitated by an OSSCO 

professional trainer, who was also a senior. Using an older person to deliver the content on Elder 

Abuse assisted the learners with knowledge acquisition as they were preceived to be their peers. 

The information covered in the 1-hour workshop included:  

- Elder abuse: definition, difference between abusive behaviour & elder abuse, risk factors 

and potential abusers  

- 7 types of elder abuse: description & recognized signs  

- Prevention: preventative responses to prevent elder abuse from happening  

- How to discuss abuse with a potential victim 

- Resources: who to call for information and support  

In each workshop presentation, there were 7 case studies prepared for group analysis, 

empowering the learner to participate in discussions and bringing their ideas forward . This 

helped workshop learners consolidate their understanding on each of the types of abuse. A 

structured process of Questions & Answers was utilized throughout the workshop to encourage 

involvement. Learners were able to express their own ideas, share knowledge and their 

experiences on this subject as part of the empowerment learning process.  Hand-outs were 

distributed at the end of workshop summarizing content, resources and analysis of case scenarios 

with answers which could be done at home by the senior.  
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3. Number of Workshops and Participants 

The grant required 7 workshops to be delivered monthly. As a result of the feedback from the 

seniors who were surveyed in July 2019 and the SAC, this was changed to develop 1 workshop, 7 

mini-videos on each of the types of elder abuse, exposure to a play that dealt with elder abuse 

and a 1-day Conference. The project goal was to have 7 workshops, and up to 125 seniors gain 

new knowledge. 

OSSCO Project Staff organized the delivery of 9 Step Up to Elder Abuse workshops delivered  

throughout the GTA as well as a 1-hour presentation in November 5th. 2019 at the Ontario 

Premier Seniors' Conference and Information Fair. The participants came from multicultural 

background like Mandarin-speaking seniors, Eritrean community as well as different faith bases 

such as the Jewish and Islamic religions.  As well, a 10th workshop was given at Kingsville 

Community Centre who had invited OSSCO to present this workshop to 32 community 

organizations and seniors in March . This indicates there is a high level of interest in empowering 

seniors with more knowledge through learning included empowerment activities to engage them 

about elder abuse and its prevention. 

No. 
Step Up to Elder Abuse Workshop at 

Community centre/ Senior group 

Number of 

participants 
Seniors 

Non-

seniors 

1 
Ontario's Premier Seniors' Conference & 

Information Fair 
231 201 30 

2 Jamaican Canadian Association (JCA) 42 38 2 

3 
Sunshine Centres for Seniors - 117 Bloor St. 

East 
10 8 2 

4 
Sunshine Centres for Seniors - 250 

Davenport 
10 10 0 

5 Senior Active Living Centre   47 45 2 

6 Islamic Foundation of Toronto  101 100 1 

7 Unison Health & Community Service  10 8 2 

8 Bernard Betel Centre 14 14 0 

9 Kingsville Community Centre` 32 14 18 

10 Trafalgar Park Older Adult Centre 18 16 2 

 Total  505 454  51 
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The grant required the project to benefit approximately 125 seniors through the workshop 

delivery process and 30 seniors to participate in the feedback session. OSSCO's Project Staff 

exceeded this number substantially with 454 seniors and 51 non-seniors benefitting from the 

project as well as 66 seniors participating in the pre-workshop development feedback session.  

In addition, there were requests for 5 more workshops which had been confirmed and scheduled. 

These workshops were scheduled in March in London, Oakville, Mississauga; in May in St 

Catherines and Etobicoke. They were all cancelled as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

During COVID-19 State of Emergency, 4 teleconference workshops were organized under the Step 

Up to Elder Abuse program. Some of the scripts from the 7 videos were used to present. Each 

teleconference had between 4  to 7 seniors participating. 

II. Take Aways Using Various Approaches to Learning:  

The findings were based on OSSCO staff, SAC and trainers’ observations and interactions with 

participants when they conducted these workshops or when they spoke with them at the Ontario 

Premier Senior's Conference and Information Fair as well as at the play A Trip to Bountiful. The 

interest in learning more about elder abuse and its prevention continues to be high based on the 

number of requests for the workshops during and after the project date. 

This topic is something most participants know about but due to its complexity are not always 

empowered to prevent elder abuse from happening to them, their friends or family. It was 

therefore important to provide people 55+/seniors with a variety of learning options to better 

understand what elder abuse is, prevention of it and reducing risk of harm.  

For example, OSSCO staff reached out to the performers of A Trip to Bountiful a play which dealt 

with the topic of elder abuse for an exclusive performance on January 18, 2020. While 100 seats 

were reserved for the play, 82 seniors attended the play, and participated in identifying, during 

intermission, the 5 types of elder abuse showcased during the performance and anticipated 

resolution of that abuse. 

It was also not surprising to the staff, SAC and trainers that Financial abuse was the "hot" topic. it 

always seemed to receive the highest level of interest and discussion among the 7 types of elder 

abuse.  
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Abandonment, Neglect and Self-neglect were not in any learners’ top of mind. Therefore, the 

case scenarios that became the platforms for extensive discussion and giving the learner better 

understanding on these 3 types of abuse.  

Many workshop learners were still uncertain about how to prevent elder abuse from happening to 

them, and who/which agencies or organizations they could reach out for help at the end of the 

workshop. The trainer was always asked for more information on how to approach the subject of 

abuse if they felt someone that they knew was experiencing abuse, or potential risk of harm.  

This indicates that ongoing elder abuse training needs to be provided to people 55+/seniors. 

People 55+/seniors who registered and attended the workshops came from multicultural 

backgrounds, different linguistic backgrounds and genders as well as a wide range of ages i.e. 55 

to 92. OSSCO also learned that no one culture, gender, ethnicity, and religious community was 

exempt from experiencing some form of elder abuse. The different backgrounds of the learners, 

however, played a role and factors in the way that those seniors  perceived elder abuse and how 

they handled the situation of abuse. 

1.Feedback from Participants 

The workshops in the GTA received positive feedbacks from participants and community partners. 

We received 191 evaluation forms  from 447 participants with the following results: 

-92% of participants indicated the workshop content was informative 

- 88% of participants perceived they improved their knowledge on elder abuse 

-83% found the materials (presentation slides, handouts) were helpful in learning about the 

subject.  
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After the Kingsville Community Centre workshop presentation on March 10, the local OPP in 

Kingsville requested to use the content from the Step Up to Elder Abuse workshop as part of their 

community awareness on elder abuse prevention. They requested a sample of the brochure which 

was developed as well. 

As a result of one of the Senior Assembly Planning Committee's contact, the City of London police 

on March 5, requested a copy of the Step Up to Elder Abuse educational brochure and asked for 

permission to reprint the Step Up to Elder Abuse brochure to include London-Middlesex local 

information. 

This indicates that law enforcement groups who regularly deal with abuse of older people, saw 

benefit to incorporating aspects of the Step Up to Elder Abuse into their own programs and 

community materials. 

2. Testimonials and Feedback 

Gathering feedback either verbally or through the survey process helped the OSSCO Project 

Staff and the volunteer committees continue to refine and modify the educational content 

throughout the project. The information received in the feedback and through testimonials 

confirmed for OSSCO project staff and SAC that the project outcomes and metrics were being 

achieved. 

Below are some of the testimonials which were provided by workshop participants.  

 “The presentation was very knowledgeable & is important to me” (Participant at Sunshine 

Centres for Seniors) 

“I got a lot of knowledge from the workshop today; I learned to be more informative” 

(Participant at Sunshine Centres for Seniors) 

“I learned a lot of new things from what the trainer explained; looking forward to hearing 

more and more” (Participant at JCA)  

“Very interesting, I was very interested in the workshop” (Participant at Senior Active Living 

Centre) 

“A reminder of things that I had forgotten and new things to be aware of.” (Participant at 

JCA) 

 “Everything in the workshop was good. It's a reminder for me on elder abuse. I really 

appreciated your keeping us updated and on track” (Participant at Bernard Betel Centre) 
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“All of information was a refresher of what I already knew, still it was very useful” 

(Participant at JCA) 

“The examples were very relevant and useful” (Participant at Bernard Betel Centre) 

“The entire presentation was excellent” (Participant at Islamic Foundation of Toronto) 

“The information was very good, useful and the trainer presented very well” (Participant at 

Islamic Foundation of Toronto) 

 

III. Self-Directed Learning 

1. Elder Abuse Video / Online materials  

As a result of feedback from seniors, OSSCO Project Staff created 7 videos with each of the 

videos focusing on 1 of the 7 types of elder abuse instead of creating 7 mini-workshops. The 

goal was to ensure that people who wanted to do self-directed learning or learn more about 

the topic of elder abuse could do so in a way that was both visually, physically and audio 

accessible to them.  

Providing self-directed learning ensured that those seniors who could not come to a workshop 

would be able to continue to learn more about the subject. They videos serve as a resource so 

that the older person/senior could revisit that topic as they needed to wanted to. 

As OSSCO's website can be translated into 20+ languages, posting the Step Up to Elder Abuse 

brochure on the website and resource sheet ensured that people who do not read the English 

language were still able to access information on this topic. 

Providing people with a variety of access points - workshop, brochures handout out at 

workshops, printable version of brochure on OSSCO website, a resource sheet as well as videos 

on OSSCO's YouTube channel helps everyone have an opportunity to learn about elder abuse 

and its prevention. This type of approach empowers the senior to access information in a way 

which is best suited to their needs.  

OSSCO Project Staff wrote the script and recruited "talent" (presenters) to speak on 1 of each 

of the 7 types of elder abuse. Each video is designed to be approximately 10-minute long.  Each 

video delivers an overview of that type of abuse, the definition of that type of abuse, what 

these indicators are and  warning signs of elder abuse. The videos recommended prevention of 
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each type of elder abuse. A case scenario with answers was also provided as a knowledge 

review and reminder to the viewer of what that type of elder abuse could look like.  In each 

video, the viewer was informed that if they felt they were in immediate harm or risk of harm 

to seek help by dialling 911. 

In addition to these videos, a list of agencies was prepared by the OSSCO staff for referral, and 

informational  support. This was also uploaded on OSSCO’s website. Seniors could visit OSSCO's 

website at https://www.ossco.org/education/  under Step Up To Elder Abuse: Resources and 

information on elder abuse for a list of agencies for information, referral and support. There was 

information on Ontario's only Legal Aid Clinic for Seniors, Advocacy Centre for the Elderly, to be 

used as a resource for help as well as Elder Abuse Ontario. 

Should a person 55+/senior not have access to a computer, they could call OSSCO at 416-785-8570 

to ask for the list of agencies to be mailed to them as well as reach out to 211. 

2. Link of 7 videos:  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBHxZyUfZtj7Bc7yEdqJj0A/videos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each of the videos focuses on 1 type of elder abuse. Presenters were selected via an interview 

process, and 1 day was set aside to video record all of these videos. 7 scripts and slide decks were 

created for the videos. After the editing process was complete, the videos were uploaded to 

OSSCO's YouTube channel. 

https://www.ossco.org/education/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBHxZyUfZtj7Bc7yEdqJj0A/videos
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In each video, the presenter refers to when to contact 911, the signs and symptoms of that 

particular abuse, how to reduce the risk factor for that particular abuse, and prevention.  

Accessing the 7 videos can be done with the following link: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBHxZyUfZtj7Bc7yEdqJj0A/videos 

 

IV Conference (1-day learning event) - cancelled due to COVID-19 

 
Due to the outbreak of Covid-19 and following the instruction of city not to gather more than 50 

people, OSSCO had to cancel the conference. Although it was not possible to deliver this 

learning program as the final steps to this project, it was replaced by 4 teleconference 

workshops for seniors hosted by trainer Noreen Horowitz on the topics of Fraud, Neglect, Self-

Neglect and Abandonment. 

 

Below are the details of the work undertaken by the Seniors Assembly (Conference) Planning 

Committee as well as in Appendix C, Conference Agenda. This work will be retained, for future 

opportunities to apply for NHS or other community funding for this conference to be recreated.  

 

Date & Venue: The 1-day learning event was intended to take place on March 5, 2020, however 

facilities that were accessible, serviced by public transit and with free parking were not 

available  

 

Dignitaries: The Honorable Raymond Cho, Minister for Seniors & Accessibility sent his regrets to 

participate as a speaker. A commitment was made to send a video greeting. In addition, MP 

Michael Levitt sent his greeting letter to be read at the event as a representative of the Federal 

government.  

Panelists & Speakers:  An agenda was created to not only incorporate professionals and 

knowledge experts on the topic of elder abuse and elder abuse prevention, but to incorporate 7 

case studies which addressed each of the types of elder abuse. This was done so that it would 

make the subject matter more relevant to the Conference participants. 

The Seniors Assembly Planning Committee decided that a panel discussion at the beginning of 

the Conference would set the tone for the day by providing a common understanding on elder 

abuse.  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBHxZyUfZtj7Bc7yEdqJj0A/videos
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For 4 panelists were selected, and who came bringing a different agency and organization 

perspective:  

- Marta C. Hajek - Executive Director, Elder Abuse Prevention Ontario (EAPO)  

- Jane Teasdale - Co-chair of North York Elder Abuse Network & Principal, Director of 

Business Development of Mosaic Home Care & Community Resource Centres  

- Samantha Peck - Executive Director of Family Councils of Ontario  

- Darin Kirchin - First Link Care Navigator of Alzheimer Society of Toronto  

Other Speakers were selected based to be part of the agenda program based on their knowledge 

of a specific aspect of elder abuse from fraud to legal protections. These Speakers included :  

- Chris Allum - Senior Advisor, Investor Engagement and Stakeholder Partnerships at Ontario 

Securities Commission 

- Tom Cheel - Senior Support Unit presenter at Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre  

- Lisa Manuel - Director, Changing Lies and Family Violence Programs, Family Service 

Toronto  

- Dianne Wintermute - Lawyer, ARCH Disability Law Centre  

- Graham Webb - Executive Director, Advocacy Centre for the Elderly  

Raising Awareness of the 1-day Conference: 

At the Ontario Premier Senior's Conference and Information Fair on November 5th, 2019, the 

Senior Advisory Committee (SAC) and OSSCO Project Staff delivered a 1-hour information session 

on the Step Up to Elder Abuse project and workshop content. As a reminder, a  save-the-date 

announcement  flier was created and distributed to all participants and exhibitors. An information 

resource sheet on elder abuse support was created and printed. This resource sheet and a 

bookmark reminding people about elder abuse was handed out to more than 200 participants and 

exhibitors. This helped OSSCO's Project Staff and Senior Advisory Committee (SAC) gauge 

potential attendees’ attention towards the subject, interest on the content and remind them 

about this upcoming conference.   

From November 2019 to March 2020, OSSCO Project Staff, SAC and Conference Planning members 

reached out to 180 individuals, organizations, community centres, senior groups, religious 

institutions and educational institutions to promote the 1-day Conference event and asked them 

to distribute the promotional flyers within their community networks. OSSCO staff also canvassed 

the area around the Conference venue to promote the event  at the community centre, to 

residents living in the area, clients and community group members.  
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Through Eventbrite, E-Blast, OSSCO website, Social Media and cold calls, OSSCO Project Staff 

garnered further interest and registration for the Conference. Although the project only required 

OSSCO reaching 100 conference participants, approximately 10 days before the event, we 

exceeded that number of registered participants. 

Participants: In total 113 participants registered for the conference (by March 16, 2020) 

Educational Brochure: With input from SAC, an educational and resource brochure was created 

and printed to provide further guidance on recognizing and preventing elder abuse in community 

settings and retirement homes. The brochure was edited and approved by Senior Advisory 

Committee (SAC).  The brochure reminds people of the 7 types of elder abuse, how to protect 

themselves from abuse and where to seek help if they suspect they are a victim of abuse. 

This brochure was shared with on March 4th with City of London detectives who deal with elder 

abuse as well as the OPP Constable in Kingsville on March 10th. Both police officers requested 

electronic copies of the brochure in order to include local information.  

V. Project Learnings & Conclusion 

OSSCO Project Staff, working with 2 volunteer teams - SAC and Seniors Assembly Planning 

Committee - as well as input from more than 60 seniors successfully developed workshop content 

and delivered through training consultants multiple workshops to our target audience. Working 

with older volunteers brings a different perspective, making the content and project outcome 

relevant to that target audience. Encouraging the volunteers to contribute their views, advice 

and guidance helps the OSSCO Project Staff develop and implement a product which is impactful 

to the participants, as noted in the surveys and testimonials. 

It was also important for OSSCO to acknowledge that various approaches were required to 

increase knowledge of elder abuse and to empower the 55+/senior learner in order to reduce the 

risk of harm. Five-components were used to increase the range of exposure for learning about 

elder abuse, causes of abuse, risk factors and prevention. A traditional workshop incorporating 

the relevant information with activities which the valued the contribution of ideas and knowledge 

of the learner, case studies and structured Questions & Answeres was created. To increase 

learning opportunities, 7-videos were created as part of self-directed learning. The self-directed 

learning programs also included a case analysis. A presentation on the project and elder abuse in 

general with an information table was done. As well, using a well known play A Trip to Bountiful, 
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the concepts of elder abuse and visually seeing the 5-types of elder abuse followed by discussion 

solidified for the learner how these could be experienced. Unforturnately, the 1-day Conference 

with knowledge experts, panel discussion, and application of case studies had to be cancelled as a 

result of a global pandemic 

In reviewing the actual numbers of workshops and participants with the initial project goals, 

OSSCO exceeded the number of workshops and participants – 7 workshops had 505 participants 

who received the learning experience. Of these, 454 were seniors and 51 non-seniors benefitted 

from the educational workshop.  

As per the grant, the maximum number of seniors who would benefit this project (workshop and 

Conference) was less than 250, of which 30 were to be non-seniors. This indicates that the 

workshop format, the content, resource materials and brochure was relevant to the 55+/senior 

learners . There is a need to continue to raise awareness on the subject of elder abuse  and its 

prevention in the future using the Step Up to Elder Abuse program. 

In each workshop presentation, people 55+/seniors learned about the 7-types of elder abuse, how 

to identify inappropriate behaviours and what to do to reduce risk associated with elder abuse. 

They were also provided with preventative information to take away, a copy of the brochure, a 

Case study with Questions & Answers  and a list of agencies for support.   

Older learners should also be encouraged to participate in online learning on this topic or through 

self-directed learning programs using videos  such as the ones created by  OSSCO with grant 

funding on the 7 types of elder abuse. 

1. Reaching out to other Senior's Communities 

While OSSCO Project Staff reached out to indigenous people and LGBTQ communities, we were 

unable to gain their full participation and inclusion to reduce risk factors of elder abuse specific 

in these communities. In future grants, it is recommended that outreach is done earlier in the 

project to encourage sharing from these communities needs as their participations would enrich 

the content of elder abuse presentations , with a broader reach.  

On November 5th, OSSCO staff reached out to another exhibitor at the Ontario Premier Senior's 

Conference & information Fair - the Director of the performance troupe for the play A Trip to 

Bountiful. The goal was to use this play to raise awareness of elder abuse including the Step Up to 
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Elder Abuse Workshop. It was agreed that OSSCO would reserve 100 tickets for seniors to attend 

the performance on January 18, and for them to participate in a discussion on the 5 different 

types of abuse showcased in the play.  

After extensive work in reaching out to individuals seniors, eighty-two (82) seniors attended that 

performance and learned more on this topic through the play and subsequent discussion on elder 

abuse. The 1-day Conference flier and bookmarks were given to them so that they could continue 

to promote this project within their respective communities. 

2. Developing a Back-up Plan 

It was impossible for anyone to project a global pandemic such as COVID-19 arising. Even with the 

best of plans, and contingencies in place for the Conference, it had to be cancelled that the 113 

registrants as of March 16, 2020 were notified of the cancellation of this event. What OSSCO staff 

can learn from this incidence in response to Covid-19 pandemic or some unexpected events is to 

have formal back-up plans or alternate educational delivery method for the project content in 

case of extra-ordinary circumstances.  Had the OSSCO Project Staff not written the scripts for the 

7 types of elder abuse, OSSCO trainer Noreen Horowitz would not have been able to deliver the 

Step Up to Elder Abuse training through 4 teleconferences. This approach to use these scripts in 

this manner had not been envisaged by the SAC committee or Project Staff. 

It is unfortunate that the Conference Speakers declined to participate when approached for a 

possible video option. During the registration process, OSSCO was unaware of the computer 

literacy levels of the registrants. In  future, the level of literacy will be obtained. 

Considering that OSSCO's  main target audience is seniors who might or might not be tech-savvy, 

OSSCO could not develop an immediate contingency response and look at 2 other potential 

options to deliver the Conference content. For those seniors who are familiar with technology 

and online learning, OSSCO trainers could shift learning sessions to an online/ virtual format, for 

example using a webinar or Zoom conference. For seniors who don’t feel comfortable with 

technology, free phone-based programs could be offered. In canvassing the Conference 

registrants, 4 teleconferences were offered. It had not been envisaged that these free phone-

based programs could be pre-recorded instead of being delivered live.  
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When working with guest speakers, consideration to obtain  their presentations in advance as a 

video pre-record of their presentations should be given so that it could be shared later on in a 

webinar or Zoom learning session.  

3. Focusing on Computer Literacy 

It is appropriate timing to review OSSCO's current computer training content to include teaching 

older learners how to join a webinar, participate in an online conference or online meeting. Being 

comfortable and capable with technology will encourage seniors to access more online learning, 

resources, be independent and social connected regardless of the situation.  This would allow 

OSSCO in the future to shift from a traditional in person Conference to a virtual platform. 

In order to increase independence and socialization in a virtual environment post COVID-19, 

OSSCO is encouraged to meet with federal and provincial Ministry's to receive funding to expand 

its ongoing computer literacy programs beyond the 1,000 seniors who access its free computer 

training every year. OSSCO is also encouraged to partner with senior's groups such senior's or 

community centres to deliver its computer classes without charge to seniors. 

4. Importance of Volunteers 

OSSCO's Project Staff created 2 job postings, and posted these volunteer opportunities on Indeed 

as well as used the OSSCO e-blast system to recruit potential volunteer team members. It was 

important for project volunteers to clearly understand their roles and scope of the work to be 

undertaken as well as commitment in terms of time and energy. 

 

OSSCO received 22 applications. Interviews took place with all applicants. There were 10 

volunteers selected, with 6 volunteers selected for the Senior Advisory Committee to participate 

in the overall planning and direction of the project. Four (4) volunteers were selected for the 

Conference Planning activity, and 1 candidate withdrew due to time commitments, leaving the 

committee with 3 active members. 

 

As a result of COVID-19, OSSCO staff did not have an opportunity for a full debrief with the 

committee members and to thank them in person for their dedication , commitment and 

contributions. Volunteers give of themselves, including giving up time and sharing of insight. 

Some of the volunteers work in Long Term Care Home settings, are small business owners or work 
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in seniors centres. This formal appreciation and acknowledgement of the efforts of the volunteers 

on this project is done through this report.  

 

With  our appreciation  and thanks to the Senior Advisory Committee members:  

 

Adina Lebo, Consultant & Trainer  

Anna Zachariah, Lawyer 

Jamie-Lynn Parker, Supervisor, Client Service, North York Senior Centre   

Grace Arnedo, RSSW Social Services Coordinator, The Wexford Residence Inc. 

Pam Hope, C.A.P.S. – Certified Age in Place Specialist 

Michelle Wilson, Human Resources Specialist 

  

 

With our appreciation and thanks to the Senior Assembly (Conference) Planning 

Committee members 

 

Valarie Waines, OSSCO Board Vice-Chair & Board Member Boys and Girls Club of London 

Ellen Yachnin, OSSCO Board Member & Chair Education Committee 

Naima Akter, Human Resources Coordinator   

A Special Thank you to the members of the North York Elder Abuse Network for review 

and feedback of the case studies which were included in the videos as well as workshop 

materials. 

 

 

VI Next Steps  

With the positive responsive towards the workshop and 7 videos which can be delivered as "mini" 

workshops, more workshops from other senior groups and religious groups were requested beyond 

the grant timeline. The new schedule will be reconfirmed when the pandemic situation is over.  

OSSCO will promote the in class workshops as well as mini-teleconference learning programs and 

Zoom learning events as part of our educational program in Toronto, London-Middlesex, Windsor-

Essex, Niagara Region, and Sudbury, Sault St. Marie as well as the Ottawa area.   

The 3,000 copies of the printed brochure will be distributed to community centres, libraries, 

senior groups and individuals who are interested in understanding more about  elder abuse and its 

prevention in the Toronto area after the pandemic period is over.  
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OSSCO staff will continue to promote awareness of the 7 online workshop videos on OSSCO’s 

YouTube Channel to individuals, senior groups and members of organizations such as Older Adult 

Centres Association of Ontario, and Advantage Ontario.  

It is recommended that board members and executive director of OSSCO also approach the 

federal and provincial Ministry's responsible for seniors for financial support to expand its 

computer literacy programs so that they can continue to be offered free of charge to people 55+. 

With increased computer knowledge, OSSCO's computer literacy programs will help seniors remain 

connected, empowered and informed using technology.  

As well, financial support through these Ministry's will be pursued so that the 1-day Conference to 

Step Up to Elder Abuse through professionals and knowledge experts can be delivered either 

virtually on a semi-annual basis or adapted as 1/2 day conference offered in person in 9 regions 

across Ontario. 

This  report will be shared beyond the New Horizons for Seniors Grant staff. It will be shared with 

the Honorable Deb Schulte, Minister of Seniors, the Honorable Minister Raymond Cho, Minister for 

Seniors and Accessibility as well as the senior level staff supporting these key department. It will 

also be distributed to the leadership of federal and provincial parties as well the Association of 

Municipalities of Ontario. 

This report will be posted on the OSSCO website as a resource for other community leaders and 

stakeholders.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Pre-workshop survey 

OSSCO is running a project called “Step Up To Elder Abuse”. There are 7 workshops which deliver 

knowledge on 7 different types of elder abuse. You will learn how to identify inappropriate 

behaviors and stop them as well as risk factors that increase risk of abuse such as disabilities 

either physical or cognitive, social isolation, language barriers.  

We would welcome your feedback to help us develop workshop content that relevant to seniors 

65+ years old. Please answer the questions below.  

Total Responses collected : 58  

Q1. What is your age? [CHECK ONE ANSWER] 

 

 

 

Q2a. Have you ever attended any trainings or workshops on Elder Abuse before? If No, please 

answer Q2b.  

22% Yes  78% No  

 

Q2b. Please select reasons why you have not attended workshops on Elder Abuse [CHECK ALL 

THAT APPLY] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3. How good do you think your is knowledge on Elder Abuse?   

 

 

 

26% Below 49 years old  

33% 50 – 64 years old  

41% Above 64 years old  

9% I’m not interested in that topic 

28% I have never heard about it before  

 I think I’m quite knowledge about Elder Abuse  

 The workshop location is not convenient for me  

7% It’s not for my age/ I’m too young to know about elder abuse 

24% 
The workshop is not available at my community/ location is not 
convenient.   

16% 
There’s a lot of information about Elder Abuse available on internet, 
social media, etc. 

 Other (please specify)  

9% I know nothing about Elder Abuse  

59% I know just a little bit Elder Abuse  

33% I know quite a lot about Elder Abuse  

0% I know everything about Elder Abuse  
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Q4.What is important for you to attend an Elder Abuse workshops (check all that apply)? 

 

Q5. What is most important for you to learn? [Please rank the importance of answers from 1 to 7] 

 

 

 

 

 

Q6. What do you hope to gain from Elder Abuse workshops? [PLEASE RANK TOP 3 

IMPORTANCE]  

             

Q7. If there are workshops on 7 types of Elder Abuse, which workshop program would you be 

interested in attending? [CHECK 1 ANSWER]  

 

    Thank you for your feedback on this survey! 

72% Location 

70% Time of day 

29% Accessibility 

35% Transportation 

21% Workshop title   

57% Workshop content  

59% Cost, i.e. free of charge 

38% Workshop activities, i.e. discussion, group interaction, etc.  

 Other (please specify) 

88% Physical abuse  

91% Emotional/ Psychological abuse  

79% Sexual abuse  

90% Exploitation (Financial/ Material abuse)  

93% Neglect 

83% Abandonment  

88% Self-neglect  

1 Knowledge about 7 types of elder abuse  

2 Legal protection/ legal procedure 

4 Learn how to identify potential abusers  

3 Learn how and where to reach for help  

5 Learn how to prevent elder abuse in my community 

6 Identify inappropriate behaviours related to each type of elder abuse  

7 Network/ meeting new people  

 
Other (please specify 
 

62% 1 workshop in 90 minutes covering all 7 types of Elder Abuse OR  

38% 
7 workshops delivering 7 types of abuse separately (45 minutes/ 
workshop)  
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Appendix B: Workshop evaluation  

1. Was the time allotted for the presentation sufficient? 84% Yes        13% Somewhat       3% No 

2. How would you rate the pace of the presentation?   12%Too fast     88% Just right      0% Slow 

3. Were the materials distributed helpful to you?  83% Yes         17%Somewhat       0% No 

4. Please rate your learning experience on each section of the workshop 

%  
I learned a lot about 

the topic 
I had knowledge of 

the topic 
This was not of 
interest to me 

Elder Abuse in general 73 24 3 

Physical abuse 72 26 2 

Emotional abuse 63 34 1 

Financial abuse/ 
Exploitation 

65 32 3 

Sexual abuse 70 27 3 

Abandonment 72 26 2 

Neglect 75 23 2 

Self – neglect 77 20 3 

 Prevention & 
Protection 

77 22 1 

Case study analysis 70 27 3 

5. As a result of the presentation on “Step Up To Elder Abuse”, how much did your knowledge 

about elder abuse improve?  

56%  A lot                         32% Quite much    4%  A little                       2% Not at all 

6. Please rate what you thought about the information presented in this workshop?  

 55% Very informative            37%  Informative  6%  Not informative           

7. What did you find most useful about the workshop?  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Thank you! 
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Appendix C: 
Step Up to Elder Abuse Conference Agenda  

 

 
 
 

  

9:30 – 10:00 AM REGISTRATION 

10:00 – 10:05 AM WELCOME & OPENING REMARKS
Elizabeth Macnab, Executive Director OSSCO

10:05 – 10:15 AM GREETINGS 

10:15 – 10:20 AM STORY OF ELDER ABUSE 

The Honorable Raymond Cho, Minister for 

Seniors and Accessibility

Financial Abuse Case study  

10:20 – 10:50 AM PANEL DISCUSSION 
Marta Hajek, Elder Abuse Prevention Ontario

Jane Teasdale, North York Elder Abuse Network
Samantha Peck, Family Councils Ontario
Darin Kirchin, Alzheimer Society of Toronto

10:50 – 11:10 AM PROTECTING SENIORS’ INVESTMENT
Chris Allum, Ontario Securities Commission

11:10 – 11:30 AM BREAK 

11:30 – 11:40 AM STORY OF ELDER ABUSE
Physical & Emotional Abuse Case studies 
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12:00 – 12:10 PM 

11:40 – 12:00 PM

12:10 – 1:00 PM 

STORY OF ELDER ABUSE
Sexual abuse & Abandonment Case studies

1:00 – 1:40 PM 

FRAUD & CRIME PREVENTION & 

SAFETY FOR SENIORS 
Tom Cheel, Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre

1:40 – 1:45 PM 

LUNCH 

INTERVENTION AND RESPONSE 

STRATEGIES TO ELDER ABUSE FOR 

VULNERABLE SENIORS
Lisa Manuel, Family Service Toronto 
Dianne Wintermute, ARCH Disability Law Centre 

STORY OF ELDER ABUSE
Neglect & Self-neglect Case studies

2:15 – 3:10 PM WORKSHOP LAUNCHING 
OSSCO Trainer 

3:10 – 3:15 PM CLOSING REMARKS
Elizabeth Macnab, Executive Director OSSCO

1:45 – 2:15 PM LEGAL PROTECTION FOR SENIORS
Graham Webb, Advocacy Centre for the Elderly 
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Appendix D: Brochure/ Information guide 
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Appendix E: 

Panel discussion questions 
 

Q1. It’s believed that elder abuse is rooted in ageism. Ageist attitudes, beliefs and 

practices are pervasive and lead to situations of abuse in different living settings (home, 

care facilities, institutions, communities). Could you describe how elder abuse looks like 

in these settings? Does your description of elder abuse change when it’s intersectional 

with multicultural or diverse perspective? 
 

Q2. It’s important that we are all aware of the signs of elder abuse and we are prepared to ask 

the question: are you being abused? What barriers need to be eliminated so the person can 

disclose what is going and suggestions do you have so that an older person who may be abused 

feels better supported? 

 
Q3. What specific actions can we take – either as individuals or groups or organizations – to 

reduce the risk of abusive behaviours and elder abuse as we age? 

 

Q4. We need to acknowledge that people living with dementia or some form of cognitive 

impairment are vulnerable to elder abuse.  The abuse can be intentional or 

unintentional. It could be the caregivers who feel stressed and act out on it; or it could 

be the care recipient who is abusing the caregiver. Would you discuss the types of 

intervention and preventative measures available so that this kind of behaviour can stop? 
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Appendix F: 

Workshop presentation 
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